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Institute for the Study of 
Tribal Gaming Law and Policy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indian gaming serious businessCollaborated on Indian gaming for over a decadeIndian Gaming and Tribal Sovereignty: The Casino Compromise (University Press of Kansas 2005)Indian Gaming Law and Policy (Carolina Academic Press 2006)Indian Gaming Law: Cases and Materials (Carolina Academic Press, forthcoming January 2008)First university-affiliated institute in U.S. dedicated to study of Indian gamingInterdisciplinary; law, political science, policy studies, public administrationNot what to think, but how to think about it
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I. Introduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gambling, and moral objections to gambling, have co-existed throughout history and across culturesTension between gambling’s popularity and reputation as a vice have influenced how gov’t treats gamblingDebates over morality fairly predictable:Some oppose on religious principlesConcept of “luck” may be inconsistent with divine powerGamblers poor stewards of godly giftsOthers believe gambling harmfulUndermines work ethicLeads to crimeProblem & pathological gamblingOthers say costs fall disproportionately on poorOn other side,Economic developmentFundraising for worthy causesIndividual freedomPeter Collins: an individual’s perspective on gambling policy “will depend on whether you think gambling is most relevantly similar to going to the movies, ingesting cocaine, watching soap operas, eating candy, playing golf, consuming pornography, smoking, having a massage, attending a ball game, visiting a brothel, riding a roller coaster, shopping, or having a drink.”We argue that Indian gaming is different than legalized gambling generallyTo begin, we need to understand what Indian gaming is
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II. What Is Indian Gaming?

Gaming conducted by “Indian 
tribe” on “Indian lands,” as defined 

by 1988 Indian Gaming 
Regulatory Act (IGRA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indian gaming is legal term of art
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Indian Gaming Industry

• 30 states

• 230 tribes

• 400 gaming facilities

• 2006 gross revenue: over $25 billion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2006, some 400 Indian gaming establishment, operated by some 230 tribes across the U.S., earned over $25 billion in gaming revenue, more than quadruple the $5.4 billion earned in 1995
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Source: Alan P. Meister, Indian Gaming Industry Report, 2007-2008 Updated Edition

States With Indian Gaming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rapid growth of Indian gaming mirrors the explosion of legalized gambling in the last few decadesAll but 2 states (Utah & Hawaii) permit some form of legalized gambling: riverboat casinos, pari-mutuel wagering at racetracks, charitable gambling, state lotteriesPopular media accounts tend to provide a pan-Indian narrative of tribal gaming, but considerable variation among tribes and tribal experiences with gaming:Some tribes have decided not to gameFor a few tribes, gaming not feasible becauseState law doesn’t allow (ex. Utah)Isolated locales (ex. Alaska)Lack of financial resources
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Foxwoods Resort Casino
Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation

Ledyard, CT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For tribes with gaming operations, vast variationHere in Boston, may think of Foxwoods, one of the most lucrative casinos in the worldThis is at one end of the spectrum, representing tribal casinos located in or near metropolitan areas with ready access to literally millions of customers.  Casinos like Foxwoods can earn as much as $1 billion in annual revenue.
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Spirit Lake Casino & Resort
Spirit Lake Nation
Devils Lake, ND

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More typical, though, are the rural tribal casinos out in our neck of the woods.This is the Spirit Lake Nation’s casino, one of five tribal casinos in North Dakota.  The Spirit Lake casino is closest to what passes for a metropolitan area in North Dakota: it’s just 10 miles outside of Devils Lake, population 7,000.Casinos like the Spirit Lake casino are at the other end of the spectrum, usually earning just enough to keep the casino operating, provide jobs for tribal members, and generate some modest tribal government revenue.
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Indian Gaming Operations By Revenue, 2006
Gaming 
Revenue 

Number of 
Operations

Revenue 
(in millions) 

% Total 
Operations

% Total 
Revenue

$250 million or 
more 

23 11,214 5.9 44.7

$100 million to 
$250 million 

40 6,730 10.3 26.8

$50 million to 
$100 million 

45 3,186 11.6 12.7

$25 million to 
$50 million 

64 2,241 16.5 8.9

$10 million to 
$25 million 

72 1,229 18.6 4.9

$3 million to 
$10 million 

66 412 17.1 1.6

Under $3 
million 

77 61 19.9 0.2

Total 387 25,075 100.0 100.0
 Source: Rand & Light, Indian Gaming Law: Cases and Materials (2008)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About 6% of the nearly 400 tribal casinos earn more than $250 million in annual revenue, accounting for nearly half of the total Indian gaming industry revenueOver 50% of tribal casinos earn just over 15% of the total revenueOne in five tribal casinos earn less than $3 million, totaling a fraction -- 0.2% -- of total Indian gaming revenue
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III.  Gambling Regulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the last 50 years, 3 distinct regulatory models accompanied expansion of legalized gamblingGambling regulations share 2 key social control functions:Ensuring integrity of gamesPreventing organized and common crimeAlso intended to facilitate economic development goals related to gamblingRevitalization of state and local economiesJob creationGovernment revenue generation
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Three Regulatory Models
• Commercial casinos

– Nevada vs. New Jersey approach
– Conducted by private sector

• Charitable gambling and state lotteries
– Limited gambling “for a good cause”
– Public gambling

• Indian gaming
– Similar in scope to commercial casinos
– Similar in purpose to state lotteries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commercial casinos: Conducted by private industry & taxed by stateGenesis in Nevada’s legalization of “wide open” gamingUnlimited high-stakes casino games requires aggressive gov’t regulationPurpose of encouraging strong industry growth as foundation for state’s economy meant that gov’t regulation designed to maximize economic benefits by allowing industry to meet market demandsNew Jersey focused on minimizing negative externalities, even at expense of economic growthCharitable gambling & state lotteries:Charitable gambling conducted by non-profit charities and civic groupsState lotteries directly raise public funds (“voluntary tax”), often earmarked for particular purpose such as school fundingLeast regulated form of gamblingLimited scope of games; state lottery regulation “built in” to state operationsIndian gaming:Created by IGRASimilarities to Scope of commercial casinos “good cause” of charitable gamingPublic nature of state lotteriesOutgrowth of prior 2 modesBUT: unlike most legalized gambling, which is authorized and regulated by state law, the Indian gaming industry is the product of federal and tribal authorityIGRA’s regulatory scheme most markedly influenced by tribes’ status as governments
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A Brief History of Indian Gaming
• California v. Cabazon Band of Mission 

Indians (1987)
– Indian gaming is aspect of tribal sovereignty
– States may not regulate Indian gaming

• 1988 Indian Gaming Regulatory Act 
(IGRA)
– Purposes: Promote tribal economic 

development, self-sufficiency, and strong 
tribal governments

– Delegated some regulatory authority to states 
via tribal-state compact requirement for 
casino-style gaming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cabazon:Case grew out of California’s efforts to shut down the Cabazon Band’s high-stakes bingo operation on its reservationVictory for tribes, as U.S. Supreme Court held that gaming was an exercise of tribal gov’t authority and thus states could not regulate reservation gaming operationsIGRA:On heels of Court decision, Congress enacted IGRAPurpose to codify tribes’ right to conduct gaming on Indian lands as a means ofPromotingtribal economic developmenttribal self-sufficiencyStrong tribal governmentsWhile providing sufficient regulation3 classes of gamingI: traditional, IGRA doesn’t applyII: bingo and some card games, tribal regulation and federal oversightIII: casino-style, requires both tribal regulation, and that the tribe enter into agreement or compact with stateClass II & III only legal in states that permit such gaming (why no tribal gaming in Utah)IGRA requires tribal gaming revenue to be used for specified purposes related to welfare of tribe & membersCongress intended tribal-state compact requirement to encourage tribes and states to negotiate, on gov’t-to-gov’t basis, issues related to regulation of casino-style gaming on reservationsIGRA didn’t create tribes’ right to conduct gaming; instead, actually limited it by giving states some authority over casino-style gaming
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IV.  Morality Policymaking 
and Legalized Gambling

A. Process, or how gov’t considers 
gambling policy

B. Outcome, or policy adopted by gov’t

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moral policymaking can be examined on 2 levels: process and outcome
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Explaining the Process
• Different policy generates different 

politics (Lowi)

• Social regulatory or morality policy
– Strongly held core values (religious beliefs)
– Non-technical issues
– High citizen interest and participation
– E.g., abortion, capital punishment, GLBT 

rights, pornography, school prayer, gambling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Political scientist Ted Lowi’s landmark insight into the policymaking process was that different types of policy generate different types of politicsSocial regulatory or morality polices are value-based forms of social regulation, undergirded by moral argumentsKey variable is core values, often rooted in strongly held and uncompromising religious beliefsMorality policy issues tend to be non-technical; an individual can develop a substantive opinion without much specialized knowledge or expertiseIssues generate high degrees of citizen interest and participation, as well as interest group activityPublic opinion influences type and scope of policy outcomes
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Informing the Outcome
• “Normal” vices, like gambling, don’t have 

clear moral consensus

• Non-technical and uncompromising 
opinions influence outcomes
– Policy decisions without good information

• Policy outcomes are inconsistent, 
unpredictable, highly dynamic, and 
underinformed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Law professor Jerome Skolnick calls gambling a “normal” vice, meaning many ordinary people engage in it without much ill effect on their normal lifestyleThe ability of people to form strong opinions on gambling without much technical expertise means that strongly held convictions are favored over soundly gathered and analyzed information and evidenceNational Gambling Impact Study Commission cited the “lack of reliable information” as one of legalized gambling’s defining characteristics: “On examination, much of what Americans think they know about gambling turns out to be exaggerated or taken out of context.  And much of the information in circulation is inaccurate or even false, although loudly voiced by adherents.”
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V.  The Different Terrain 
of Indian Gaming
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Three Fundamental Differences

• 1. Tribal sovereignty

• 2. Indian gaming is public gaming

• 3. Socioeconomic deficits of tribes
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Tribal Sovereignty
• Tribes: Extra-constitutional political entities

• States ordinarily lack authority

• Cabazon and IGRA recognize gaming as 
aspect of tribal sovereignty

• State and federal control over tribe’s 
gambling policy decisions problematic
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Indian Gaming is Public Gaming
• IGRA’s goals: Promoting tribal economic 

development, self-sufficiency, and strong 
tribal governments

• Akin to state lotteries, but broader in public 
policy scope:
– Primary source of gov’t funding for many tribes
– Job creation, economic diversification
– Obligations of “full service” government; e.g., law 

enforcement, emergency services, public housing, 
social programs, cultural programs
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Socioeconomic Deficits and 
Reservation Quality of Life

• 1990
– 1/3 of American Indians live in poverty (up to 

60% in some communities)
– Reservation unemployment exceeds 50% (up 

to 90% in some areas)
– Extreme poverty linked to mortality rates, 

suicide, substance abuse, crime
• 2000

– Some improvement
– Indians still lag behind general population in 

most socioeconomic indicators
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VI.  Moral Policymaking 
and Indian Gaming
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Explaining the Process
• Indian gaming is technically complex issue

• Strongly held convictions of state citizens 
influence tribal rights and tribes’ ability to 
effectively respond to members’ needs

• Indians as “invisible minority”

• Higher stakes for tribes & tribal members

• Process must take into account 
differences
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Informing the Outcome
• IGRA grounded in Indian gaming’s differences

• Importance of job creation & functioning 
economies

• Tribal institutional capacity building

• Cooperative policymaking

• “Good” of Indian gaming must take into 
account benefits to tribal communities & 
reservation poverty and unemployment
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Informed Moral Policymaking on 
Indian Gaming

• 1. What is the moral responsibility of tribal 
governments to serve the public interest?

• 2. What is the moral responsibility of non-
tribal governments to serve the public 
interest, including that of tribal governments 
and tribal members?

• 3. Indian gaming’s three differences
should guide non-tribal governments’ moral 
policymaking re. tribal gaming
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